Degenerative Diseases

Parkinson Disease® Testimonial:

A 75 year-old senior citizen in Taiwan (below) was suffering from Parkinson disease. Before taking Reserve™, he needed two helpers to hold him in order to walk properly. His energy levels were very low, as shown in his tired eyes.

After consuming Reserve™ on a daily basis for two months, he can walk up to the stage without any assistance & share his own testimonial on the benefits of Reserve™.

Look at his eyes and facial expressions now. Isn’t it amazing?

Today, he can walk, jog without any assistance after a period of six months of consumption of Reserve.
I have multiple sclerosis for 13 years. Over these years I have many attacks causing me to be paralysed, wheelchair-bound, blind on one eye & multiple disabilities. In May 2011, I went for chemo treatment to stabilise my condition. After the treatment, I was weak & frail.

During that time I was introduced to Jeunesse Global, I wasn't expecting much, thinking that it was just another product. Surprisingly, I started to have more energy, get stronger & recover faster!

My walking and bladder control are back to normal & damaged brain tissues have fully recovered. I decided to share the products & opportunity to everyone.

Today Jeunesse have given me & my dad back our health, my wife & mum became prettier & younger and also passive income into my bank account everyday.

Thank You Jeunesse Global!!! – Alvn Phua

**Testimony on GOUT**

Name: James
Age: 59 years old
Background: Suffering from gout for 15 years. First year 2 attacks, second year 4 attacks. Subsequently every month attack.

Testimony on Reserve:
- First 2 weeks 6 packets a day
- After first week of consuming Reserve, tried lamp chop and rojak.
- After second week of consuming Reserve, tried beer and duck meat.
- On week 3, 4 packets a day for the next 1 month.
- Now, maintaining at 2 – 3 packets a day.
- So far no attack and showed significant improvement.
Stroke patient after consuming 2 sachets and am pm.....28 days later...A huge difference... thanks to jeunesse...

2 Reserve with AM/PM
28 days after Stroke

Before
After
1 week of taking Jeunesse Reserve 3 packs a day
My uncle who suffered from a mild stroke was experiencing slow recovery of his agility and also a lack of mental focus even after 6 months when his stroke happened. After trying Reserve for just 4 days, 1 pack a day, he could feel his energy and mental focus coming back! In addition, he has fully gained back control of his movements!

RESERVE™ Cured Gangrenous Fingers!

The picture shows how a Diabetes patient in Taiwan was told to come back for amputation appointment on her Gangrene finger nine days later.

She started to feel an acute pain on the 3rd of drinking the Reserve fruit blend (75mg of Resveratrol in each 30ml gel pack).

It was so painful that she called her doctor and requested him to amputate her finger straight away instead of waiting for another few more days for the next appointment.

After listening to her explanation, her doctor congratulated her for regaining a healthy blood flow to her finger. He told her she DO NOT NEED to amputate her finger anymore but just revisit for re-examination few days later.
Reserve™ saved my leg!!

Andrew, a consumer of Reserve™ is relieved to have saved his right leg, in light of the fact that the surgeons wanted to amputate it all the way up to the knee cap.

Andrew had a few weeks left from a scheduled amputation of his right foot. He was introduced to take Reserve to see if it can help to reverse the bad medical condition while waiting for the date to come.

He had now declined the amputation after the swelling subsided and the infection is gradually recovering. No one can believe it.

Many are calling it a miracle, especially when the doctors told him that an Amputation was the only remedy.

Her name is Grace Lim. She was suffering from ASTHMA and was visiting the hospital frequently. But after taking RESERVE for about 3 months, she no longer have to visit the hospital & she does not require medication & inhaler anymore. Her hand previously was always bleeding & she has to constantly put plaster to stop the blood. Now, her hand and face is radiant and glowing. No more plaster needed!
Took Reserve since Oct 2012, started with 3 packs a day...
First 6 mths lost 13kg.
Total weight loss @ 15Kg within a year.
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Jeunesse product line has not been reviewed and/or approved by any governmental agency. Jeunesse products make NO CLAIMS on the ability to treat or cure any disease, medical condition or ailment of any kind. All testimonials provided are based on personal experience only. Please refer to the Jeunesse Website for further details. www.JeunesseGlobal.com
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